The JASMIN Collaboration • A study of shielding and radiation physics effects at high-energy accelerators
• Studies to date have focused on the antiproton production target (AP0) and NuMI. p oto p oduct o ta get ( 0) a d u
• We present here status of work in progress to study activation at the NuMI progress to study activation at the NuMI muon alcoves. • This workshop is considering machines that could produce unprecedented muon intensities.
• If such machines are to be built, one must suc ac es a e to be bu t, o e ust consider the radiological issues, including the potential for radioactivation c ud g t e pote t a o ad oact at o due to muons.
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• Monte Carlo codes used for simulations should accurately account for it. Neutrinos at the Main Injector
Source of electron, photon and neutron

Photo nuclear reaction
• The NuMI beamline focuses a ν μ beam toward Soudan, Minnesota. Soudan, Minnesota.
• Since the neutrinos come from 2-body pion decay, the world's most intense neutrino beam is l th ld' t i t b also the world's most intense muon beam.
• Arrays of ionization chambers in downstream alcoves monitor muons co-produced with the alcoves monitor muons co produced with the neutrinos. • Beam size is FWHM.
NuMI Muon Monitoring Alcoves
• Neutrons < 1% in downstream alcoves. Neutrons < 1% in downstream alcoves.
Procedure I
• Copper and Aluminum disks were placed in alcoves 1 -4.
• Disks are 8 cm Disks are 8 cm diameter x 1 cm thick.
• Beam exposure was Beam exposure was 22.8 hours.
• NuMI beam put 6 26 x NuMI beam put 6.26 x 10 17 p.o.t.
• Additional samples Additional samples were placed to measure neutron 
Procedure II
• JASMIN operates parasitically with NuMI NuMI.
• Samples are placed and retrieved Samples are placed and retrieved during natural beam-down periods.
• 
Radionuclides observed in Samples Samples
• This table summarizes the summarizes the radionclides observed in the exposed copper samples.
Preliminary Results
• Attenuation of muons, as shown by yield y y ratios normalized to Alcove 2.
• Yield ratios vs. distance (top)
• Yield ratios vs. nucleons emitted from target nucleus (bottom)
• Note Aluminum results are included ( 24 N ) ( 24 Na).
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